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A NEWSLETTER FOR
ALL COMPANIES OF THE
ASSOCIATED SCIENTIFIC
PUBLISHERS GROUP

N TOUC
TRENDS
Despite Elsevier's prominence as a Dutch language newspaper and
magazine publisher, and the prowess of the ASP companies in
producing scientific journals, January 1976 marked a milestone for the
group when these two themes were put together to produce a new
style of scientific "magazine" - Trends in Biochemical Sciences.
TIBS - as it is beginning to be
called - is a monthly magazine carrying some eight biochemical "trends"
per issue, as well as book reviews,
news and advertising. Just so that
people do not think it is meant to be
read and then destroyed (or preferably recycled!), the review sections
are republished once a quarter in
traditional journal format. Library
subscribers receive both editions to
satisfy both immediate and longterm reference needs.

task was t o assemble an editorial
board, and to begin seeking writers
for the early issues.
Meanwhile, under the coordinating
eye of BMP's Chief Scientific Editor,
Dr. Jack Franklin, the company made
two staff appointments. The Londonbased Dr. Joan Morgan, a biochemistturned-journalist, took up the
position of Staff Editor; she
immediately embarked upon the
lengthy process of building up a
list of correspondents to keep her
informed of worldwide developments
authors from a galaxy of countries,

including India, .4rgentina and Israel,
have contributed to the early issues and of seeking illustrators t o liven up
the pages. Mrs. Judith Taylor, who
had already helped on much of the
background research, took over as
Business Manager in Amsterdam. Her
responsibilities have included
research into and establishment of
advertising contacts in Europe and
the United States, helping t o design
the promotion strategy, and providing
a point of liaison for the financial,
production and subscription servicing activities.

A multinational effort
Jack Franklin, who was faced with
the often difficult task of coordinating
activities in Miami, London and

Ifow it all began
TIBS was first conceived at a
meeting between the executive
officers of the International Union
of Biochemistry (IUB) - the world
body which aims to coordinate certain aspects of biochemistry - and
the directors of ASP Biological and
Medical Press. The germ of an idea
gave rise to nearly two years of
planning which finally resulted in
TIBS appearing in December 1975 dead on schedule - to be mailed
after the Christmas rush.
Owing to its novel approach, many
members of the company were involved in "getting the feel" of the
project. In the early days this involved lengthy discussions between
the secretariat staff of BBA - the
world's largest biochemical journal and the directors and acquisition
team.
Gradually, the formula took shape
and by December 1974, we knew
we ought to begin to recruit staff,
design layouts and launch an extensive publicity campaign.
The first step taken by the IUB
was t o appoint its General Secretary,
Dr. W.J. Whelan of the University of
Miami, as Editor-in-Chief. His first

Dr. Jack Franklin and
his personal secretary,
Jennifer CreemersDingley, greet TIBS .
Staff Director Dr. ;
Joan Morgan (left) o n
one of her regular
visits to Amsterdam.

Amsterdam, soon found himself involved in the sales and vromotion
aspects. One of our main aims is to
persuade individuals to take out
personal subscriptions, an ambition
best achieved on an international
scale when subscribers can contact a
local office. The USA and UK were
felt to be particularly important.
During a two-week trip around the
C'kitcd States. which included sounding out the views of the editors and
advisers, Franklin was able t o enlist
the help of the staff at the American
lsevier office in handling enquiries
d subscriptions. Our sister company
In Oxford, Elsevier International
Projects, in the person of Mrs. Joan
McCarthy, also proved willing to help.
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The first announcements went out
in July 1975 at the 10th Symposium
of the Federation of European Biochemical Societies in Paris, which
also provided an opportunity for the
publishers t o meet with members of
the editorial board. After two days
of exhausting negotiations - going on
well into the night - the editors and
publishers scattered t o begin their
tasks.
Such a scenario needs a little drama
and this was not long in coming. We
ad planned t o carry out a pilot
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ercise with a "zero issue" t o test
<heconcept, fix schedules, and give
potential readers and advertisers a
foretaste of regular issues t o come.
But events proved that the schedule
had been too tight t o obtain the
new type of article needed for TIBS
and so, at the eleventh hour, the
"zero issue" was cancelled. Editorin-Chief Whelan came across from
Miami t o discuss a completely new
launch schedule and a revised plan
was put into action with less than
three months to go.
Within five weeks, a "miniature
TIBS'had been produced t o get
across the format and style of articles.
Della Sar and Richard Hildebrand,
since succeeded by Eileen Leahy,
the marketing managers in Amsterdam
and New York respectively, revised
their mailing and advertising
schedule and sent out some 25,000

copies; the editors and Joan Morgan
began once again to cajole writers
into producing for the first issue.

A silver lining
Few dark clouds have n o silver linings.
Messrs. Th. Geuzebroek, P. van Riet
and J. Gauw of the North-Holland
Production Department, used the
interval t o perfect the layout, and
Whelan persuaded Professor
Hayaishi, President of the IUB, t o
write a welcome message in the first
issue. T. Kato, the ASP sales representative in Japan, took swift action on
such a god-send and the Japanese
recipients of the first issue not only
received in the English language
TIBS, but also the original Japanese

script plus a local editor's exhortation t o subscribe.
By mid-November copy was
available for both January and
February issues. Cartoons had
arrived, diagrams were redrawn. The
final make-up meetings were held
and results telexed to Miami for a
green light. TIBS Volume 1, Number
1 went to press, and soon 40,000
copies were on their way across
the world.
While still in its early days, TIBS
has shown how all the forces of ASP
can pull together. From Group
Director to secretary and from
Tokyo to New York, one project at
least has got everyone involved.
Let's hope we'll still be "keeping
up with trends" in years to come !

Marketing Manager
Della Sar (left) and
Business Manager
Judith Taylor (right)
get together frequently t o devise
new pro motion
schemes.

The North-Holland
production team put
their heads together
over the current
issue. From left to
right, production
chief Th. Geuzebroek,
artist Bob Takes
(standing in for Hans
Gauw who was
taking a break from
TIBS on the ski
slopes) and journal
coordinator Piet van
Riet.

Publishers
meet in Kyoto
The 20th Congress of the International Publishers Association (I.P.A.)
was held this year in Japan. Participants met from 25th May t o 1st
June in the charming city of Kyoto,
with its many gardens and temples,
to exchange views on subjects of
mutual interest, and to further the
aims of the Association in general:
the promotion of understanding and
cooperation between publishers of
books and music the world over.
A.S.P. Group Director, Mr. E. van
Tongeren, Chairman of the International Group of Scientific, Technical
and Medical Publishers (STM), an
autonomous group affiliated to the
I.P.A. addressed the delegates on
behalf of the STM Group. In his
speech, Mr. van Tongeren first outlined the combination of events
which led to the formation of the
Group, and the results which its activities have achieved so far. He then
went on to describe one of the
greatest problems facing the scientific,
technical and medical publisher now
and in the future, quoting from
Dickens:
" . . . I seriously believe that it is an
essential part of the pleasure derived
from the perusal of a popular English
book, that the author gets nothing
for it".

(Letter from Charles Dickens to
John Forster, 3 May 1842).
"'The threat is old,'' explained Mr. van
Tongeren, "but contrary to what
usually happens when age sets in,
the threat does not become weaker
but stronger. Technology has
introduced new threats: photocopying and other forms of uncontrolled,
unlicensed republishing and redistribution of material which was
originally published and distributed
by us in a controlled way."
"Photocopying has grown at an
alarming rate. In a small country like

Holland, it was found in 1972 that
7 0 million pages of copyright work
were photocopied without counting
short-run "illegal" offset or mimeographed reprints, as this would have
brought the total t o 140 million
copies. The student library at the
Amsterdam University made 25,000
photocopies in 1962. In 1969 they
made that quantity in 3% weeks and
now probably in one week. These are
small figures however when compared with other reproduction
centres like the British Library
Lending Division in Boston Spa,
England. The BLLD received in 1963
18,175 serials and copied 13,307
articles from these serials and the
figures for 1974 were: 44,767 serials,
from which 893,501 articles were reproduced. This staggering increase of
gratis use of the contents of scientific journals is declared by BLLD
t o be of little or no influence on the
fate of these journals !!"

". . . Under threat is the whole system of the dissemination of scientific information and this threat has
been very clearly worded by the
Editor of "Chemical & Engineering
News" as follows:

'The act of copying is not the
damaging element. Ths use of modern
technology to speed and increase
the dissemination of knowledge is
desirable and to be encouraged. But
dissemination from an expensive
information base without contributing to its support is certain to
lead to erosion of something o f
great value: the information base
itself or, in simpler terms, the scientific journal system.'
Especially threatened are the 'core'
specialized journals which contain the
advanced research. These journals which mostly have a very high
standing - have subscription lists of
between 1,000 and 3,000 and these
are heavily threatened by the activities of BLLD. This organization
alone photocopied in 1974 nearly

900,000 articles which means at
least 5 t o 6 million pages of
material protected by copyright and,
by the generosity of the British
taxpayer, this service is provided at
a price which lies approximately
40% below their own marginal costs,
but without any contribution
towards the source itself, the scientific journal."

". . . In a recent article in the
Journal of Documentation by two
members of the BLLD staff, one
sees that the authors have the
opinion that 'occasional use' of a
very expensive information base
should be free. Apparently airlines
should allow the occasional
passenger t o fly free. Apparently
engine manufacturers should give
away parts of engines to those who
d o not need the entire engine, etc..
It is exactly this psychological
attitude which I wish to fight with
all my energy. It is my feeling that
the entire present psychological
situation suffers from the fact that
the great good of copyright protection is taken for granted or even less.
Apparently one simply does not think
anymore about what efforts have
been made and what service organisations had t o be built up by scientific
societies and scientific publishers in
order to make the production of
primary scientific literature possible."
". . . I am convinced that laws must
eventually be passed for the sake of
the entire scientific community and
its information needs, which result in
proper control of photocopying.
Fundamentally, this means that
from existing law, entitlement to
make single copies as a matter o f
right should be removed. This and
other wider problems of copyright infringement (of which BLLD's activities are only part) must be settled t o
allow time for the longer term
development of a system of information dissemination satisfactory t o
author, publisher, librarian and
user ."
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OPENING OF "DR.WILL
MEMORIAL LIBRARY", AT ELSEVIER
SCIENTIFIC PUBLISHING CO.,AMSTERDAM
It is generally known to be extremely difficult for publishers t o establish and maintain a complete collection of all books ever published
under their imprint. The fact is that
there are always customers who desperately need a copy of an "out-ofprint" edltion, for one reason or
another, and this often results in the
publisher's library being robbed of
its only copy of the book in question.
For this reason, the A.S.P. group of
publishers has introduced the socalled "armoured libraries" each
publisher assembles, wherever possible,
'@one copy of each work ever published,
and keeps the complete collection
under lock and key.

-------

Last year, Dr. A.A. Manten, acquisition editor, took on the task of
setting up the Elsevier Scientific
collection. On 2nd December, 1975,
the library, which is to be found on
the landing around the spiral staircase of the Jan van Galen I building,
was officially opened, The library,
which contains some 3,000 books,
is named after Dr. Willem Gaade,
who for many years was responsible
for the development of Elsevier's
publishing programme, finally as
deputy managing director, until his
death in 1970. The following
projects were all conceived of under
Gaade's acquisitional guidance:
Rodd S Chemistry o f Carbon Compounds, Wilson and Wilson's Comprehensive Analytical Ozemistry,
Florl<in/Stotz ComprehensiveBiochemistry, Heslop/Robinson
Inorganic Chemistry, the Nobel
series, the Journal of Organometallic Chemistry, the Journal of
EIectroanalytical Chemistry and the
Journal of Clzrornatography.
Dr. Gaade's daughter, Miss Carola
Gaade, opened the library officially
by unveiling a photograph of her
father and the name of the library.
Preceding this, Mr. H.P.M. Bergmans,
ex-director of Elsevier Scientific
Publishing Company, gave a speech,
whereby he reminded those present
of some events in the colourful past
of the company, and also thanked
all who had carried out the difficult
task of searching for and classifying
books for the library.

Miss C. Gaade and
Mr. P. Bergnzaizs

firm; until then, it only consisted
of one director !"
Since then, Mr, van den Heuvel has
watched the company develop into
what it is today, personally experienced
the growing pains, and seen many
changes. As he himself says: "It
would be difficult to mention all
my various jobs with North-Holland,
but they include list research,
mailing and all kinds of administrative work; for more than fifteen
years, I was Sales Manager."
Mr. van Tongeren handed over a
tax-free gratuity, which is presented
t o all employees having served a
certain number of years with the
company (although a fortieth jubilee
seldom happens!). "But this is not
all I have to say ," he continued.
"Money, however attractive and taxfree it may be, is a volatile thing, and,
in my opinion, not stable enough t o
serve as a lasting token of 40 years
service. 40 years is a very long time:
many of your colleagues today are
not yet 4 0 years old, and must
therefore look upon such a period of
employment with admiration.
I sounded out many people, in order
to find out just what would please
you the most, but none of the
suggestions seemed fitting enough for
such an important event. However,
I have always kept one old silver
North-Holland cup, with the intention
of giving it to someone whose
loyalty, devotion and fidelity were
worthy of it. I decided that your
jubilee was just the right occasion,
and I am happy to present it t o you,
duly inscribed, together with my
very best wishes."
Mr. van Tongeren continued by
thanking Mrs. van den Heuvel for the
support she had given her husband
throughout the years, and ended
his speech by offering her an
envelope containing a token for a
holiday for two.

Not many people today can claim t o
have worked 4 0 years for one company. However, on 15th January of
this ycar, Mr. D. van den Heuvel was
invited to look back on his 4 0 years
of service, :it a reception given in
his honour. and attended by many
of his colleagues from the A.S.P.
group.
In fact. Mr. van den Heuvel's ties
with the Elsevier concern go back
even farther, to 1931 to be precise,
when, upon leaving school, he
started working as a clerk for Jacs.
G. Robbers and Feikema Caarelsen Co.

both firms being subsidiaries of
Elsevier at the time. In 1936, he
moved over to the North-Holland
Publishing Company, t o take the
position of invoicing clerk.
As Mr. van Tongeren put it on
behalf of the Board of Directors of
Elsevier, and the Managing Directors
of A.S.P.: "Mr. van den Heuvel
started young with an even younger
company. He was not quite 21 in 1936,
and the company employing him was
just four years old. As far as I can
trace back, the personnel doubled
when Mr. van den Heuvel joined the

Following Mr. van Tongeren, Mr. M.D.
Frank, founder of the NorthHolland Publishing Company, spoke
of the "good old days", when he and
Mr. van den Heuvel worked together;
Mr. 0. ter Haar outlined Mr. van
den Heuvel's services t o the Dutch
publishing industry in general; and
Mr. T.M. Pdttker described the work
that he is doing with A.S.P.'s Economic Staff Bureau at present.
Thereafter, the party continued, and
all present grasped their opportunity
to congratulate Mr. van den Heuvel
and his family, and t o wish him
success in the years ahead.
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In 1975 the excellent initiative was
taken t o throw out a challenge t o our
colleagues in Barking t o play them at
their own game. The ASP-Amsterdam
team, which consisted of a nucleus of
experienced players, one or two
veterans and a number of players who
had never seen a cricket bat, had the
ffrontery to beat the English
~isitors! The occasion was voted a
great success in every way and the
opportunity was gladly grasped to
play a return match this year in
England, and to throw out a challenge
at the same time to our friends in
Oxford.

Q

The Amsterdam team travelled on the
night boat on the 16th June and
were warmly received by Les Rayner
at Harwich with a commodious bus
which brought us to the Ford Motor
Company's ground near Barking.
Having won the toss, Amsterdam
batted first and with some difficulty
managed t o score 62 all out before
lunch. We were not too happy with
this and feared the worst, but in the
afternoon the Barking team were all
out for 50. As there was time in
hand, a "tip and run" game was
also played with improvised rules.
For this, the ASP-team was reinforced witb. Otto ter Haar, and Bart

van Tongeren added strength to the
Barking team. If one can speak of
either side having "won" a game of
this kind (in which the batting and
bowling are reversed and you have
to run if you make contact with the
ball !), then Amsterdam more or less
came out on top according to the
scorer.
4fter the game we were all transported t o the Barking office,
which despite its outward appearance,
is a very cosy and friendly place with
lots of atmosphere. This latter was
enhanced by a well-stocked bar and
tasty sandwiches ! Warmly worded
speeches of congratulations and
condolence were made by Messrs van
Tongeren, Olley and Aleven and the
handsome cup was once again gratefully accepted by the latter.
We were again loaded into the bus
and together with many Barking
family members, driven to Westminster where a motor boat was
waiting - again with a well-stocked
bar - and during the 2% hour trip to
Kent, an excellent cold buffet was
served below deck. On Kent pier a
fond farewell was bid to our Barking
friends and the Amsterdam team was
picked up by the Friedhoffs (father

and son) and carefully transported
to Oxford. Altogether a wonderfully
organised day with glorious
weather; the Barking-Amsterdam
alliance was again greatly strengthened.
Arrangements in Oxford were
slightly different in that play was
restricted t o a long afternoon session
and the morning of the 18th was
devoted to sightseeing in Oxford
under the kind guidance of Mrs. Jill
Esmont and Mr. Bernard Dod of EES
and EIP, after which a light lunch
was taken at the lovely Trout Inn
outside Oxford. After this we repaired to the Oxford University
Press ground for the second match
against a team representing the two
Oxford companies.
This time Oxford batted first and
amassed a total of 69 runs within the
alloted 30 overs; bloated with
success as was the Amsterdam team
after the first day, their innings
commenced with much optimism.
It proved, however, to be quite a
struggle to catch up and it was
finally with some relief that we saw
our total pass that of Oxford ! If
Harry Seepersand had maintained
his offensive bowlers, it might have
been another story . . . .

Intoxicated with success (and not t o
forget yet another well-stocked bar),
we moved on to Kincks Restaurant
some miles outside Oxford, where an
excellent dinner was served and
where again warm words of congratulations and condolence were spoken
by the two captains.

AT JAN VAN GALENS

Again most excellent organisation
in Oxford, coupled with very fine
weather, added greatly t o the enjoyments of the day.
What should be said of the cricket
itself? Nobody would have any
illusions that it was of a very high
level, but it had manyof the virtues
of English "village-green" cricket
where matches are played for love of
the game and the pleasure of meeting
opponents who have become firm
friends over the years. All three of
the teams had a number of really
skilled players, who naturally carried
the main burden, and a number of
enthusiastic but inexperienced
players and on the whole they were
evenly matched. Individual achievements in such games need hardly
be mentioned, except that we shall
not soon forget that Ger de Boer
carried his bat undefeated throughout the Barking innings for Amsterdam and we shall long remember that
in a critical stage of our innings at
Oxford, Fekko Snater just stood
there and let the balls whistle all
around him until the right one came
along which he could hit - a very stout
effort from one completely new t o
the game ! Fielding was of a
remarkably high standard and lack of
skill was compensated for by
expenditure of much energy. Both
games can be said to have been
played very sportively and both
results could just as easily have been
reversed
The moral support throughout of
Mr. and Mrs. Ter Haar and that of
Mr. van Tongeren, who made a
special journey to see most of the
Barking game, was greatly appreciated
by all.
What is the point of such a competition? Well, we feel that it has
helped our "relations" in England to
realize that "Amsterdam" is not
just a faceless giant, but rather just
another (if bigger) company
populated by very ordinary people.
Social contacts of this kind can only
work to the advantage of international cooperation. Maybe one of
these days we shall challenge New
York to a game of baseball or
Mexico t c a short sharp dose of
Jai Alai !

The EURIM 2 Conference, organised by Aslib in association with 6
six other national libraries and information research centres, was
held at the RA1 Congresscentrum, Amsterdam, from 23rd - 25th
March 1976. Four hundred librarians and information scientists from
all parts of the world attended, although Western Europe was
partic~larl~v
well-i~epresented.
A reception - "a model of gaiety and
generosity", as the delegates
themselves described it afterwards given by the Board of Managing
Directors of A.S.P. enlivened the
conference. The exhibition hall and
library at Elsevier's offices in the
Jan van Galenstraat were the setting
for the reception. Mr. van Tongeren
started the evening off with a welcoming speech in which he stressed
the general pessimism provoked by
the increase in use of photocopies,
particularly by the fraternity of
which the gathered company was

the importance of publishers and
librarians getting together especially under such convivial
circumstances ! - in order t o solve
their mutual problems.
The aim of the EURIM 2 conference
had been to prov~dethe delegates
with up-to-date information on
technical developments in the
field of information transfer. This
was followed up at the cocktail
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Although the ASP Tokyo office was
opened for business in December,
1974, until now we had not had
an opportunity to invite our
business associates t o an official
opening party. At long last, however,
on Wednesday, 28th January, 1976,
the official opening took place,
with a reception for booksellers,
publishers, journalists and ASP
authors, 69 people in all. Among the
guests were all the leading Tokyo
booksellers, of whom the most important, without a doubt, was the
President of Maruzen, Mr. S. Iizumi.
Among the authors present were
Professor Kubo and Professor Yagi
(of TIBS), and the most prominent

"outsiders" were Mr. H. Kida,
Director General of the Department
of Scientific and International
Affairs of the Japanese Ministry of
Education, and the Dutch Ambassador together with several of his staff.
The party was a great success. Drinks
and snacks were served by waiters
from a near-by restaurant, and we
even had four nice-looking kimonoclad hostesses.
Drs. van Tongeren gave his speech
upon the arrival of the Dutch Ambassadbr. The text was printed in English
and Japanese, and presented to
every guest when leaving, together

with a small gift (a "Kandeelkommetje" *) and a written explanation as t o how t o use it.
The attendance of almost all the
Presidents andtor Managing Directors
of the Tokyo bookshops, as well as
the subsequent meetings we had
with some of them, clearly demonstrates the particular importance of
personal contacts. ASP seems t o
have a good name among all concerned; in fact; we can't go wrong
with our present set-up.

* old Dutch

"caudle" bowl, caudle being
"a warm gruel with spice, sugar and
wine, for invalids, especially women in
childbed".
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Drs. 8. van Tongeren making his opening speech!

From left t o rizht:
His ~ x c e l l e n cthe
~ Ambassador of The Netherlands
Professor Dr. T. Ogata, Chairman o f the Netherlands-Japan, Institute,
Tokyo.
Drs. E. van Tongeren.

Among all the serious-looking Japanese gentlemen, you will discover
one oj'the ASP Geishas . . . . .

From left to right:
Mr. S. Iizumi, President of Maruzen, Mr. T. Fukuda, Director of
Maruzen, Mr. T. Yamakawa, President of U.S. Asiatic Company, Tokyo.

From left t o right:
Ryoji Fukada, ASP, Amsterdam
Mr. J. de Vries, Secretary, Netherlands-Japan Institute, Tokyo.
Mr. Tsutoinu Kato, ASP, Tokyo.
Far right: your guess is as good as mine!
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It is a well-known fact within the
company that the Elsevier monk is
constantly meditating on the wellbeing of his grapes; his public
appearances are rare, and reserved
for very special occasions only.
May 6th, 1976 was such an occasion;
Jan van der Nesse, Joop Engelmoer,
Gre' van Es, Cor van Krieken and
Rob Gooyers were all celebrating
a number of year's service with the
company: 30,20, 12% 12% and
12% respectively. It was also the day,
12% years ago, that free-lancer Jan
van Jaartsveld obtained his first
Elsevier order. All six work for the
Elsevier Scientific Publishing Com, f l y Production Department.

Joop Engelmoer, Jan van der Nesse, Rob Gooyers

t

The organizing committee had chosen
"Beekenstijn" as a fitting meetingplace, and perhaps it was on hearing

Cor van Krieken in the middle

r

this that our monk, not able to
resist the temptation any longer,
decided t o join the party. This 17th
century restored country house is
famous for its beautiful site and its
excellent cuisine and wine cellar. The
Elspuc studio added to the atmosphere by decorating the place for
the occasion, and the festivities,
centered on Gre, Cor, Jan, Joop,
Rob and Jan and their families,
filled the night until the small hours.
Elsevier Scientific's directors
ter Haar, Atkins and van Eysinga were

Gre' van Es

m
-

among the guests; speeches were
limited, quizzing extensive, food and
wine up to expectations, larded with
music from the past; however, the
highlight of the evening proved t o be
the oration in rhyme by the
Elsevier monk.
Dressed in his frivolous brown
festival habit, his grey hair shining in
the spotlight, he quoted from (long)
memory many remarkable and
humorous episodes from the lives of
our six "old-timers".

Justborn:

EDITORIA CAMPUS LTDA, Rio
Vamos dar u m jeitinho !!!!
This typical Brazilian-Portuguese
phrase is almost untranslatable into
any language, but a non-literal
translation could be "stay cool,
everything will work out" or "no
problem, we'll find a way of solving
it ".
Often enough, nothing happens in
Brazil after these words have been
said, but sometimes it does, and
that's why there are 120 million
Brazilians today, and why the
country is so fascinating and dynamic !

One of the guests remarked that
either the monk's tree must have
been loitering in the vicinity of
the Elsevier Scientific Production
Department in the Jan van Galenstr. recently, or Mr. Boogers himself, as head of the Production
Department, had been put under
heavy pressure to supply up-todate information. A sly tongue
even suggested that the monk's
profile was remarkably Boogerslike !
Whatever may be said or thought,
this not-to-be-forgotten event was
cclcbratcd in a truly memorable
fashion.

Mr. Claudio
Rothmuller

We intend to grow with this country,
and for this reason A.S.P. has
decided t o compromise itself with
Brazil's present and future as of
July 1st 1976, by setting up a
publishing venture in Rio de Janeiro,
EDITORIA CAMPUS, under the
general management of Mr. Claudio
Rothmuller. Our initial plans are t o
publish in Brazil in fields such as
Economics, Mathematics, Physics,
Geology, Medicine and Psychology,
using both local authors and translations.

To the rhythm of the samba and many
"jeitinhos", CAMPUS will no doubt
find its way t o become a good and
important Brazilian publishing house.
Thumbs up for this new tropical
venture !

ENTERING THE
AGE OF WISDOM
Mr. Leslie Rayner, Managing Director
of Applied Science Publishers,
Barking, England, celebrating his
50th birthday. He is holding the
* ABRAHAM presented t o him by
the ASP management.

c,

*In Holland it is customary to
present an Abraham (a kind of
gingerbread man) when a person
reaches the age of 50 as a symbol
of his entering the age of wisdom.

Mr. Leslie Rayner

You are all obviously very happy,
as we have received no complaints
at all lately !
We'll reserve this space, just in case.
The editorial secretary's the one to
contact.
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Elsevied
Novtlz -Holland/
Biological and
Medical Bess

With regards t o his role in the
Acquisition team his interests are,
not unnaturally, in the fields of
pharmacology and applied biology,
and he is looking t o give Elsevier/
North-HollandIBMP a bigger share
of this market.

T w o n e w appointments

Both Jeff and his wife Jennifer are
settling well in Holland and are discovering the advantages of being
this side of the channel.

Appointments:

Drs. F. W.B.van Humalda van
Eysinga has been appointed Deputy
Managing Director of Elsevier
Scientific Publishing Company, as of
1st January, 1976. He is now responsible for the management of the desk
editing, production, promotion and
financial departments. Previously,
Mr. van Eysinga was Acquisition
Editor for the Geosciences Section
of Elsevier Scientific.

Dr. Jeffrey G . Hillier
joined the Acquisition team of ASP
Biological and Medical Press on
1st October 1975 having moved t o
Amsterdam from England to take up
his new position.
Jeff graduated B.Sc. in Applied
Biology from the University of Bath
in 197 1. During this course he spent
six months working for CIBA in
asel t o gain industrial experience.
ollowing his first degree he remained at Bath t o further his research
interests, which involved the examination of the fundamental factors controlling neurotransmitter levels in
the brain. He graduated Ph.D. in the
summer of 1974 as a consequence of
his research efforts.
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Maintaining a preference for the
industrial rather than the academic
life Jeff joined Nicholas Research
Laboratories as a project leader
developing novel techniques in biochemical pharmacology for the
assay of new drugs. After Nicholas
decided t o halt their research effort
in June 1975 he looked further
afield for a career and eventually
linked his scientific research
capabilities t o a well developed
interest in communication problems
and decided on a position in
publishing.

Dr. H.C. van Hummel
has recently been appointed
Acquisition Editor for ASP Biological
and Medical Press, Amsterdam.
Originally from Leyden, Dr. van
Hummel studied chemistry at the
University there, specialising in
organic photochemistry and neurochemistry. He also spent two years
teaching biology at a high school in
The Hague. After graduating B.Sc.,
he went on t o the University of
Nijmegen, where he carried out
research in plant biochemistry, and
more specifically in the biosynthesis
of galactolipids in chloroplasts of
higher plants. The results of this
research were condensed in a thesis
for his Ph.D. in Natural Sciences,
obtained in 1974.
The main subject areas Dr. van
Hummel will be covering as
Acquisition Editor are plant biochemistry, cell biology and molecular
biology. His previous experience in
publishing until now has chiefly been
from the "other side": he has
published several papers in international journals, including one of
Elsevier's. However, he is anxious
t o find out about the many
intricacies of the publishing
business.

Dr. A.A. Manten, founder of the
Geosciences Section of Elsevier
Scientific Publishing Company, and
responsible for the creation and
development of the new Agricultural
Section, has been appointed Deputy
Managing Director as per 1st July,
1976. He will also act as adviser to
the Managing Directors in the small
A.S.P. study group which was recently
set up in order to investigate and
develop new publishing activities.

(formerlv "American Elsevier" )

William I l. Snyder joined th
York tea m asof 1:5th Decer
1975. He: has been assigned
.. ... .
.
sibility for marketing the CO
publication programme in tl
United States, as well as the coordination of the activities of th-e A.8.P.,
Elsevier/:North-Ho'lland Inc. and
Social Science mar.keting m:inagers.
Mr. Snyder was formerly M:
Manager at Little Brown an(1 Company, where he managed tht
College Division's total mar1teting
effort, su
Advertisi
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aowman has been
appointe d Editori:sl Manage
compute r science and mathi
in New 'l(ork. He INas previc
. . . . - ..
associated with the College Division
of McGraw-Hill, W lhere 11; h eld
positions as Field Sales Man ager and
Sponsoring Editor
J.

A VISIT TO DESHIR.IA,THEFORMER
DUTCH OUTPOST AT SAGASAKI, JAPAN,

The recent visit of one of our
colleagues t o Deshima, the former
Dutch colony at Nagasaki evokes
memories of former times of close
Japanese-Dutch ties. This began
somewhat unpropitiously with the
arrival in Japan in 1600 of 24 Dutch
mariners, rcmnants of an original
crew of 110, decimated by scurvy
and storm. However, when in 1635
the Japanese ruling class or Shogunate
embarked upon an exclusionist
policy forbidding all Westerners, the
Dutch were permitted to remain. In
1641 the Dutch Factory was
established o n the artificial island
of Deshima and there the Dutch
colony remained for more than 200
years, the only funnel through
which European culture flowed into
isolationist Japan.
Deshima was originally claimed from
the sea by the Portuguese. The
Shogunate feared the spread of

Christian teachings and uncontrolled
western influence; the price of
trading privilege was the construction
of the fan-shaped island, where the
merchants resided. Today further
reclamation has joined the island to
the mainland.
The influence of Dutch science,
commerce, art and culture was
profound in Japan. Deshima became
a focal point for Dutch scholars in
such diverse areas as medicine,
astronomy, botany, geography, art,
chemistry and techniques of
industrialisation. Transmission of
new ideas was through consultation
and collaboration and, perhaps the
most important of all, through the
establishment of a society of
Japanese scholars called "Rangakusha",
who learnt the Dutch language and
translated the works of western
cultures into Japanese.
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The regular visitor to the Elsevier
building on the Jan van Galenstraat
will immediately notice something
new these days, upon stepping out
of the lift on the eighth floor.

Mr. Yale Altman was appointed
Acquisition Editor for Elsevier/
North-Holland Inc. commencing
8th December 1975. Preceding this,
he was Senior Scic:nce Editc3r at the
M.I.T. Press for five years.

--

A permanent portrait gallery has
recently been installed on one of the
walls of the reception area, featuring
27 important authors and editors.
For the time being, only contributors
to A.S.P. scientific publications are
represented, but it is intended t o
widen the scope of the gallery in the
future, to include photographs of
authors from the other Elsevier
groups.

Moscow remains a somewhat
mysterious and remote capital for
most of us who imagine it t o be a
city of minarets and towers, as it
was in the time of Eisenstein's
heroic movies. In fact it is a modern

city, where the past must be sought
in the quieter areas.

capital on the occaslon of an
exhibition of our scientific and
technical books and journals in
the Llbrary of Natural Sciences,
part of the prestigious USSR Academy of sciences, from 18 to 27
May. The opening ceremony began
with speeches by Professor Skryabin,
Secretary of the Presidium of the
Academy, J.C. Baltzer, and the
Dutch Ambassador t o the USSR,
Mr. J.L.R. Huydecoper van
Nigtevecht, who declared the exhibition open by cutting the ribbon
barring entrance to the displays.
In attendance were more than 100
people, including Soviet scientists,
librarians and publishers as well as
the press corps, television and radio
representatives. Dutch publishing
activities were carried into Muscovite
homes on the 6 p.m. television
news and by subsequent reports in
newspapers and on radio. That a
Publishing Group like ours should
be granted this facility was unheard
of until now. The opening by our
Ambassador, the presence of Moscow
television and the Tass release all
contributed to the importance of
the event in the eyes of our Russian
hosts.

ASP was fortunate enough recently
t o be able to make first-hand
acquaintance with this historic

The exhibition has since travelled
on to Leningrad and Novosibirsk,
staying 10 days in each place.

ASPEC
puvlisneu vy Nsjsociareu

shers,
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Mr. Raymond Stott, who works in the Order Department of Applied Science
Publishers in Barking, U.K., is keen to contact any other radio hams among A.S.P.
employees.
Mr. Stott's call sign is G4AFK, as shown on his card printed below.
52, FAIRFIlEtD AVE.,
PMINSTEFt

-

ESSE

EIitor:
Sharon van der VtGIL
1

Designe~
Rene Sa
P.

Editoria
Cheryl
I
. - A.S.Y.

P.O. B0X 2 1 1, Amsreraam
Telephome: (020) 51 5 3321

ror au tzditorial nratters,
please contact thc? Editoria
Secretaiy or your . Iota1
corresw(7ndent.
Foreign Correspondents:
Mr. L. Itayner
..
/ RnriIcing, U. K.
3ergrnans
I
santze, Su
ietzer
I l Y l C A:ico Citvl
" .
Mr. J . K:els
(New2 York, U.S.A. )
- - - *

*Should other readers wish to put out an S. O.S. to A.S.P. personnel regarding
their particular hobbies, please write to the Editorial Secretary. We'll do our
best to have it printed in a forthcoming issue.

Recently o p e d T k exteded ASP Book Despatch
Up until the Autumn of last year, the books of Elsevier
Scientific Publishing Company, North-Holland Publishing
Company and Excerpta Medica were kept at several different
locations in and around Amsterdam. Thanks t o a rebuilding
programme at our warehouse and shipping centre at Boesingheliede (about 20 minutes drive from the Jan van Galenstraat
head-office) it has become possible to concentrate all the stock
of our book publications at the above-mentioned warehouse.
The rebuilding has also made it possible t o make more efficient
use of the existing place.
A new conveyor-belt system has been installed and, in
addition, we now pre-sort all outgoing parcels according t o
destination which means a great saving.
Compliments are due to all members of staff at Boesingheliede
for the way in which they carried on with their work during the
rebuilding period, despite the disruptive conditions.

HOW THOUGHTFUL
OF THEM ! !

This card was sent t o all our clients in the United States;
subscribers to our journals, major book publishers and booksellers, at the beginning of the year. Signed copies were sent
t o the American Ambassador to Great Britain. A very special
copy was sent to President Gerald Ford, signed by the chairman and all staff members of ASP, Barking.
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